Exciting stories from UCB Radio listeners.
Together, let’s make it possible to reach almost 4 million
people with God’s Word.

UCB 2 Digital Radio
(DAB) Expansion
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Annette, from Stoke:
‘UCB has been instrumental in the last few
years of my life, because for many years, we’ve
followed a different faith and it was the faith
that we were brought up in and we were very
much involved in. Things just weren’t being
satisfied, there were lots of changes, I just felt I
needed to be fed more. I stumbled across it
(UCB) and felt uplifted. It wakes me up in the
morning, it’s there throughout the day when I’m
home. It just keeps my mind focused and
uplifts you really and to know you’re part of a
bigger church.’

Sandra:
‘I can only get UCB 1 on my radio but don’t
know how or if I can get UCB 2. I would dearly
love to have a channel of peaceful Christian
music and speaking.’

Anonymous:
‘Sadly I no longer listen to UCB, since UCB
Inspirational (now UCB 2) went off air. I
have digital radio in my bedroom, kitchen
and car. It was good to tune into UCB
Inspirational – packed full of teaching.’

Rachel, from Swansea:
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‘I started working away from home quite a lot
and I was getting really, really homesick. I was
400 miles away from home and I just put the
radio on in the car, which was UCB. And then
on the radio, was Paul Blackman speaking, who
quite often preaches at our church and it was
just like God saying to me - look even if you’re
400 miles away from home, I can provide you
friends, I can speak to you here, I can look after
you here - and I was so blessed by that.’
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Bryn, from Swindon:
‘I grew up without a family but I was also new to
the town. I was really going through a tough
time, maybe took its toll on my faith, and literally
didn’t have any friends, but UCB was like a
friend every time I came home from work. I’d put
on the radio and felt there’s someone with me.
The Holy Spirit is with me, the station is such a
comfort and blessing, the worship, the Word, the
music, anointed and comforting.’
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Diane, from
Eastbourne:
Diane and Gordon,
from South Devon:
‘We’ve heard and enjoyed UCB 2 in other parts
of the country and can’t wait for the service to be
broadcast in South Devon.’

‘The fact that really you can switch it on anytime
of the day or night, and there is always something no matter what. And usually I just switch
on and God is in the room just speaking to you.
There was something the other day, somebody
just said, on UCB, “I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me”. Just carried me
through the day.’

‘I will give thanks to you, Lord, with all my heart;
I will tell of all your wonderful deeds.’ Psalm 9:1 (NIV)
Dear Friend,
Isn’t it amazing, when God hears and answers our prayers?
I have believed for a long time that UCB Radio has the power to reach into people’s hearts,
minds and spirits, in a way that no other medium can. I have continued to believe that our
two stations, UCB 1 and UCB 2, have the power to grow and flourish, reaching more and
more people with God’s Word each day.
UCB 2 currently has less ‘transmitters’ than UCB 1. But when it began broadcasting across
much of the UK in 2016, I was convinced it would somehow be just as effective in helping
to change lives as UCB 1.
Now, without even praying specifically about how this can be achieved, God has given
us an opportunity to reach almost 4 million more people through UCB 2.
How? By gradually ‘switching on’ more transmitters – in areas such as Devon, Cornwall,
South Wales, North East Scotland, East Anglia and Kent.
What a mighty God we serve! Read on to find out more about UCB Radio, and how, as
listener Catherine from Norwich puts it, ‘I know the power of radio and broadcasting,
because it just comes right into your heart. UCB was a lifeline to me’.
Every blessing,
David L’Herroux
UCB Chief Executive
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Nine out of every ten people in the UK listen to
radio every week – that’s over one billion hours
of listening. But what are they listening to?
Industry approved RAJAR figures show that UCB 1 has an average weekly audience of
200,000 unique listeners. UCB 2, our second station, began broadcasting across most of the
UK on digital radio, in 2016.

We know there is huge
potential to grow both of
these stations, reaching
more and more people with
God’s Word. The opportunity
to expand UCB 2 right now
is an incredible answer
to prayer.

If you, and other UCB supporters planning to give a gift this month, could give just an additional £5,
the investment* needed to reach almost 4 million more people with UCB 2 should be met.
You can complete and return the enclosed form in the pre-paid envelope provided, call our
Supporter Care team on 0845 60 40 401, or click on ucb.co.uk/donate
Thank you if you plan to give a gift, or have already done so.
*The investment needed on top of our current running costs is £50,000.

United Christian Broadcasters Ltd
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Stoke on Trent
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Music to my ears

UCB2

plays popular contemporary Christian
music alongside topical conversation
about everyday life and faith.
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MODE

provides an edifying mix of praise and
worship music together with
Bible-based encouragement.

Find out more about how to listen, what you’ll hear on
UCB 1 and UCB 2, and whether your area will benefit
from the expansion of UCB 2, at ucb.co.uk/listen

Praise God
for this opportunity!
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Good for the Soul
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A God-given opportunity –
read inside…
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